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Abstract

We discuss the formation of the local magnetic moments and the related magnetic hyperfine fields at nd ðn ¼ 3; 4; 5Þ transition
impurities diluted in ferromagnetic Gd and Tb metals. The nd impurities are described within the Wolff–Clogston picture and the mean

field approximation is adopted to deal with the Coulomb-like interaction. The next-neighbor tunneling, due to the translational

invariance breaking introduced by the impurity, is also included in this work. Following a self-consistent procedure and using a criterious

physical choice of parameters, we are able to calculate the local magnetization and magnetic hyperfine fields at the impurity sites. The

calculated hyperfine fields are in good agreement with the experiments.

r 2008 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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One important problem in condensed matter physics is
the study of the magnetic moment formation in metals and
their relations to hyperfine fields [1–5]. Here we address a
theoretical study of the substitutional nd impurities diluted
in ferromagnetic rare earth Gd and Tb metals.

We begin by describing the rare earth Gd and Tb hosts.
It is well established that in the rare earth metals the 5d and
6s electrons form delocalized s–d bands whereas the 4f
electrons are localized. The main contribution to the
magnetic moment as well as to the hyperfine field comes
from the localized states. However, the s–p and d electrons
play an important role in carrying on the information
along the material, via a Rudermann–Kittel–Kasuya–
Yosida (RKKY) mechanism. The saturation magnetic
moment of Gd is 7:63mB where 7:0mB is ascribed to the
4f electrons and 0:63mB to the conduction ones. It is also
observed that for Tb metals at low temperatures a
- see front matter r 2008 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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saturation magnetic moment of 9:34 mB appears with
0:34mB due to the 5d conduction electrons [6].
The rare earth features mentioned above are well

described by the following model Hamiltonian:
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where �Hc ð�
H
d Þ is the energy of the center of the s–p (d) host

band. UH
d is the host Coulomb interaction parameter. The

terms h f
c ¼

1
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Jcf J
f
0z and h

f
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Jdf J
f
0z are the local host

magnetic field acting at each host site yielding a band
splitting. Jcf ðJdf Þ is the exchange interaction parameter and
J

f
0z is the total rare earth angular moment.
Due to a host translational symmetry broken induced by

the addition of a substitutional impurity, a set of changes
in Eq. (1) is necessary. First, in the Coulomb interaction,
i.e., U I

daUH
d ; second, the hopping t0l is quite different

from that of host sites tjl and also, a change in the local
energy band centers appears (�Ica�Hc , �

I
da�Hd ).
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Fig. 1. Calculated local magnetic moments for the nd series impurities in

Gd. Solid lines correspond to the total local magnetic moment, whereas

dotted and dashed curves correspond to s–p and d contributions,

respectively.
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Treating the Coulomb interaction via the Hartree–Fock
approximation, the total Hamiltonian reads as

H ¼ Hc
0 þHd

0 þ V c
s þ V d

s, (2)

with Hc
0 þHd

0 corresponding to the pure host defined in
Eq. (1). Vc

s and V d
s represent the s–p and d potentials,

respectively, and are given by

Vb
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D�c ¼ �Ic � �
H
c , D�d ¼ �Id � �

H
d , tc ðtdÞ is a proportionality

factor estimated from impurity and host atomic wave
functions [7–9] and lc is the ratio between impurity and
host band splitting. In this approximation, we consider
only intraband s2pÐ s2p and d Ð d effective scattering
potentials V c

s and V d
s. These potentials are obtained in

such a way that the s–p impurity electrons are screened by
the s–p host conduction band, whereas the impurity
d-electrons are screened by the d-conduction band. So,
one has two-independent Koster–Slater problems, namely:
(i) An extended Daniel–Friedel impurity problem [10–12],
which leads to the calculation of the s–p local magnetiza-
tion, (ii) an extended Campbell–Gomes problem [5], which
leads to the calculation of the d local magnetic moment.
Using Dyson’s equation, the impurity on-site Green’s
function associated to the Hamiltonian (2) is

G
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where z ¼ �þ i0, ab ¼ tb þ 1 and g
b
00ðzÞ is the pure b-band

of the host. The change in the occupation, DZb
s, of s–p and

d spin states, respectively are obtained by integrating the
change in the density of states at the origin
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up to the Fermi level �F. The result reads
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To impose the total charge neutrality condition, V
b
0s is self-

consistently determined using the extended Friedel’s sum
rule DZb ¼ DZ

b
" þ DZ

b
# [7–9]. Then, we are able to get the

magnetic moment at the impurity site making use of the
following equation:
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where the factor p ¼ 4 or 5 accounts for the degeneracy of
the s–p and d states, respectively. The total hyperfine
magnetic field Btotal

hf is given by

Btotal
hf ¼ AðZimpÞ ~mcð0Þ þ Ad

cp ~mdð0Þ, (10)

where AðZimpÞ is the Fermi–Segrè coupling and Ad
cp is a

core polarization coupling parameter, which is constant for
a given nd series, both estimated by Campbell [10].
In what follows we present the results of self-consistently

calculated magnetic moment and the magnetic hyperfine
fields for nd impurities in Gd (Figs. 1 and 2) and Tb (Figs. 3
and 4) hosts. The s–p (conduction electron polarization)
and d (core electron polarization) contributions are
individually presented.
As seen from Eq. (10), the total magnetic hyperfine fields

exhibit a competition between contributions Ad
cp ~mdð0Þ and

AðZÞ ~mcð0Þ. Since Gd and Tb can be considered as
ferromagnetic transition metals in the beginning of the 5d
series (at very low temperatures), the calculations of the
d-magnetic moments are always negative (with the possible
exception of LuGd). On the other hand, the systematics of
the d-magnetic moments in nd impurities diluted in the 3d
ferromagnetic metals Fe [8] and Co [9] exhibit a change of
sign behavior around the middle of the series. This is
because in the case of ferromagnetic 3d hosts one has a
repulsive charge potential acting on the host d-band given
rise to an extracted bound state lying above the Fermi level;
then changing the impurity local d-magnetic moment. In
the case of 5d ferromagnetic Gd and Tb metals, one has the
appearance of an attractive charge potential, which can
give rise to a d-bound state lying below the extended
d-band, thus maintaining the same sign of the d-magnetic
moment along the series.
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Fig. 2. Calculated hyperfine fields for the nd series impurities in Gd.

Dotted and dashed lines correspond to s–p and d contributions to the total

hyperfine fields, respectively. Solid line shows the total hyperfine fields [19]

whereas square symbols are the experimental data [13].
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Fig. 3. Calculated local magnetic moments for the nd series impurities in

Tb. Solid lines correspond to the total local magnetic moment, whereas

dotted and dashed curves correspond to s–p and d contributions,

respectively.
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Fig. 4. Calculated hyperfine fields for the nd series impurities in Tb.

Dotted and dashed lines correspond to s–p and d contributions to the total

hyperfine fields, respectively. Solid line shows the total hyperfine fields [19]

whereas square symbols are the experimental data [14–18]. Since we do not

have experimental data for the 4d impurities, we exhibit only our

theoretical self-consistent calculation.
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As far as the s–p magnetic moments are concerned, the
calculations show that they are very small, not contributing
substantially to the total magnetic moment. This is not true
for the total magnetic hyperfine field since the presence of
the term AðZÞ ~mcð0Þ implies a change of the sign behavior of
the total magnetic hyperfine field.

From Figs. 2 and 4 one observes that, the conduction
electron polarization contribution AðZimpÞ ~mcð0Þ is always
negative, whereas the core electron contribution Ad

cp ~mdð0Þ
has a change of sign behavior. The total magnetic hyperfine
field for 3d impurities exhibit always a change of sign
behavior in Gd and Tb. On the other hand, in the case of
5d impurities the total hyperfine field is always negative.
This is quite clear in the Tb case, whereas in the Gd case all
the experimental data as well as our calculations furnishes
small negative values, approaching zero in the middle of
the series. In particular, one predicts that the total
hyperfine field in WGd has a near zero value.
The calculated hyperfine fields exhibit a remarkable

feature as a function of the impurity metal, as it is
displayed in Figs. 2 and 4. The results follow the same
trend of experimental data (square symbols). One may
notice the double change of sign along the nd series for
both studied materials. As n goes from 3 to 5 the sign
change was found to disappears gradually. The calculated
hyperfine fields for nd series presented above are in a fairly
agreement with available experimental data [13–18], show-
ing the good tendency of our results.
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